**English 6 - Unit 9**

**I. Pronunciation**

1. A. Shoulder  B. Yellow  C. Nose  D. Color
2. A. Flower  B. Country  C. House  D. Shower

**II. Choose the best answer.**

1. Helifts weights as a sport. He's a .... .
   a. gymnast  b. engineer  c. farmer  d. weight lifter
2. It's a beautiful day. The sky is .... .
   a. black  b. blue  c. gray  d. green.
3. ....her lips full or thin?
   a. Are  b. Is  c. Do  d. Does
4. ....color are her eyes?
5. He is .... between his sister and his brother.
   a. sit  b. sits  c. siting  d. sitting
6. She puts her .... over her ears.
   a. legs  b. feet  c. hands  d. toes
7. ....does she do? She is a gymnast.
8. Look!The teacher .... .
   a. come  b. comes  c. coming  d. is coming
9. ....color are his eyes?
10. Where is Lan? She .... in front of the television.
    a. sit  b. sits  c. is siting  d. is sitting
11. _____ her hair long?
    a. does  b. do  c. is  d. are
12. Cindy has _____lips
    a. heavy  b. full  c. tall  d. noisy
13. What color _____your shoes?
    a. is  b. are  c. does  d. do
14. Which word contains a different sound from the others?
    a. head  b. tea  c. chest  d. leg
15. Which word is the odd one out?
    a. color  b. green  c. white  d. yellow
16. What’s _____?- That’s his hand.
    a. this  b. that  c. these  d. those
17. Match the adjective “strong" with its opposite.
    a. weak  b. light  c. heavy  d. fat
18. He’s tall ______thin.
    a. nor  b. so  c. and  d. however
19. What color is her hair?-_______black.
    a. This is  b. Those are  c. It is  d They are
20. Bobby ______big blue eyes.
    a. is  b. are  c. has  d. have
22. My mother ______ an oval face.
A. is  B. does  C. has  D. can
23. Which word contains a different sound from the others?
A. tall  B. small  C. ball  D. black
24. Replace the underlined words with an appropriate pronoun.
Tuan and I are listening to music.
A. We  B. They  C. You  D. She
25. What color ______ their dresses?
A. do  B. is  C. are  D. does
26. Phong buys small- sized shoes. His ______ are small.
A. fingers  B. eyes  C. hands  D. feet
27. Bob’s mother is very ______ .
A. beauty  B. beautician  C. beautiful  D. beautifully
28. Anne likes this hat. It fits her_______ .
A. nose  B. hair  C. head  D. leg
29. – What do they do?  They’re ______ .
A. worker  B. workers  C. a worker  D. a lot worker
30. Businessmen often shake ______ when they first meet.
A. hands  B. arms  C. fingers  D. toes
31. - ______ - No, I’m not. I’m a nurse.
A. What do you do?  B. How are you?
C. Where are you from?  D. Are you a teacher?
32. Replace the underlined words with an appropriate pronoun.
Does your mother go to work by bus?
A. he  B. it  C. she  D. they
33. - ______ - He’s twelve years old.
A. How is he?  B. What does he do?
C. How old is he?  D. What does he look like?
34. Which word is the odd one out?
A. pretty  B. beautiful  C. awful  D. handsome
35. - ______ - My brother is a gymnast.
A. How is your brother?  B. What does your brother do?
C. How old is your brother?  D. What is your brother like?
36. Minh is very good at music. He has a fine ______ for music.
A. ear  B. tooth  C. hand  D. foot
37. - ______ - Those are toes.
A. What is this?  B. Who is he?  C. What are those?  D. Who are they?
38. Angela has very white ______ .
A. tooth  B. teeths  C. teeth  D. teeths
39. ______ English at the moment?
A. Do you study  B. Are you studying  C. What do you do?  D. How do you do?
40. - ______ - That’s Jill, my classmate.
A. What’s that?  B. Who’s that?  C. What are those?  D. Who are they?
41. Susan ______ long hair.
A. not have  B. isn’t have  C. doesn’t have  D. not has
42. Which word contains a different sound from the others?
A. mean  B. weather  C. head  D. ready

43. ______ a round face?
A. Does she have  B. Is she  C. Is she having  D. Has she

44. – What are _______ ? They’re strawberries.
A. these  B. there  C. this  D. that

45. - ______- We go to school early in the morning.
A. When do you go to school?  B. What are you doing?
C. Where are you going?  D. How do you go to school?

46. Replace the underlined words with an appropriate pronoun. Our uncle is outgoing.
A. She  B. He  C. We  D. They

47. - ______- They’re orange.
A. What are they?  B. Who are they?  C. Where are they?  D. What color are they?

48. They ______ to school.
A. not walk  B. aren’t walk  C. haven’t walk  D. don’t walk

49. Which sentence is correct?
A. Trung want buy new schoolbag because his schoolbag is old now.
B. Trung wants buy a new schoolbag because his schoolbag old now.
C. Trung wants to buy a new schoolbag because his schoolbag is old now.
D. Trung wants to buy a new schoolbag because his schoolbag are old now.

50. Maria ______ a lot of pencils.
A. has  B. have  C. is having  D. are having

51. We ______ swimming every day.
A. goes  B. go  C. is going  D. are going

III. Use the correct form of words.
1. The bag is so ____________ (heavily)
2. She is a ____________ (gym)
3. Toan is a weight ____________ (lift)
4. He is ____________ (strength)
5. We should eat fruits to stay ____________ (health)
6. What is your ____________ food? (favor)
7. Hoa (wait) ____________ for the bus at the moment.
8. Mr. Trung is a bus ____________. (drive)
9. The children (eat) ___________ meat every day.
10. Today, they (eat) ___________ fish now.

IV. Read the text and then decide if the statements are true or false.

My name’s Helen and my husband’s name is Peter. We’ve got three children: two sons and a daughter. Our sons’ names are Ian and Ben. They’re twins, but they aren’t identical. Ian’s got dark hair, but Ben’s hair is fair. Our daughter’s name’s Tracy. She’s eight years old. The boys are four. My father’s name is Frank and my mother’s name is Maureen. I’ve got two younger brothers, called Adam and Bobby. Adam is married. His wife’s name is Ulrike. She’s from Sweden and she’s got long, blond hair. They’ve got a
baby daughter called Anna. So my parents have got four grandchildren—two grandsons and two granddaughters. My husband’s got an older sister, but he hasn’t got any brothers. His sister’s name is Millie. She’s still single.

1. Frank is Ben’s grandfather.
2. Peter’s daughter has got black hair.
3. Adam is Bobby’s brother.
4. Millie hasn’t got a husband.
5. Bobby is married.
6. Peter hasn’t got any sisters.
7. Frank and Maureen’s granddaughters are twins.
8. Ben’s brother has got dark hair.

V. Fill in the blanks with the words provided.

Hi! My name's Thu. I'm in grade 6. My sister and I (1) ______ our breakfast at school. She (2) ______ some noodles and a hot drink. I (3) ______ some bread and some milk. We don't have lunch at school. We have lunch at home. We have rice, chicken, cabbage and some apples (4) ______ lunch. Apple is my (5) ______ fruit.

1. A. Eat B. Eats C. Want D. Wants
2. A. Like B. Wants C. Is liking D. Is wanting
3. A. Would like B. Would like to C. Would want D. Would want to
4. A. In B. On C. At D. For
5. A. Favor B. Favorite C. Health D. Healthy

VI. Rewrite the following sentences (2pts)

1. Miss Huong's eyes are brown.
   Miss Huong has ________________________________
2. Thoa has long black hair.
   Thoa's hair _________________________________
3. He has a brown school bag.
   His school bag ______________________________
4. Mr. Quang is big and strong.
   Mr. Quang is not ______________________________
5. Lan has a round face.
   Lan's face _______________________________
6. Tuan has black eyes.
   Tuan's eyes _______________________________
7. The gymnast is tall.
   The gymnast isn't ______________________________
8. My mother is old.
   My mother isn't ______________________________
9. Her hair is brown.
   She ________________________________
10. The weight lifter's nose is small.
    The weight lifter ______________________________.